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The rise of containers: 
vision, value, 
and versatility 
Containers are a fascinating and sometimes 
controversial topic in the IT world. The most 
powerful companies—Microsoft, Facebook, Google, 
Amazon—rely on them implicitly in the production 
environment. But do containers pose a potential 
security risk? And where do they fit into cloud 
architecture? Because today, nearly everything we 
do online is cloud-based. 

The familiar shipping container was the inspiration 
for today’s modern container technology. A 
shipping container is actually a leap in storage 
ingenuity—it holds objects of vastly differing forms 
and sizes within a simple, standardized enclosure, 
designed to be lifted by the crane on the dock and 
moved as a single unit for ultimate cost savings 
and convenience. 

In similar fashion, cloud container technology is a 
method of packaging an application so it can be 
efficiently run, with its dependencies, libraries and 
other contents, in isolation from other processes. 
A container makes software mobile and portable 
from one computer environment to another: from 
a developer’s laptop to a test environment, for 
example, or from staging into production. For 
deploying and managing software in the cloud, 
containers are a perfect fit.

Containers and devops:  
A natural affinity 
Containers need no full OS and no virtual copy of the host 

server’s hardware. They are efficient with resources, which may 

be merely a few pieces of software, libraries and the basics 

of an OS. This makes them far quicker to spin up than VMs. 

Containers also offer a more dynamic environment, as they can 

scale up and down to match demand, keeping costs lower. 

At the enterprise level, containers enable organizations to 

deliver apps far faster, responding with agility to market trends. 

These business benefits, on top of technology advancement, 

are fueling the rapid growth in container adoption 

among enterprises. 

Rising container use is hard to miss: the CNCF 2020 Survey 

Report tells us that container use in production has spiraled 

to 92 percent, up from 84 percent the year prior—and up 300 

percent since 2016. 451 Research predicts that the container 

applications market can reach nearly $4.3 billion by 2022, at a 

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 30 percent. Gartner 

predicts that by 2022—globally—75 percent of enterprises will 

be running containerized applications, up from 30 percent 

in 2019. 

Staying safe amid security pitfalls 
Security is a constantly evolving challenge, and it didn’t 

take long for threat actors to expose and exploit container 

vulnerabilities—or for compliance and access issues to arise. 

So improving container security architecture and automation 

has become critical. 

DDoS attacks, kernel and orchestration exploits have plagued 

containers, threatening enterprise cloud assets, productivity, 

and innovation. Container-native security features are not 

robust or comprehensive enough to handle many of the 

emerging new vulnerabilities and risks; nor are the tools of 

years past.
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The words lightweight, minimalist, streamlined, and easily deployable are 
often used in referring to containers. As DevOps grows more modular, 
containers allow developers and IT teams to tweak certain areas or features 
without impacting an entire application. 
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Container limitations drag you down

Sandboxing Shortfalls

Isolation may cause humans discomfort— but it’s great 

for software. Limiting software access lowers the potential 

reach and impact of errors or malware. Containers, with their 

portable, read-only image, have 

a smaller footprint but lack true sandboxing. If an attacker 

exploits any host OS vulnerability, all containers sharing the OS 

could be compromised.

Increased Attack Surface

Docker and Kubernetes may deploy faster, but a vulnerable 

orchestration layer expands the attack surface. Misconfigured 

Kubernetes, like over-provisioned privileged access, could 

open direct control over the container fleet to an attacker. 

Application-breakdown or exposed internals can broaden the 

attack surface by many times.

Misconfigured Containers

Yet another attack vector: compromised container credentials 

like API key or username/password invite an attacker to spoof 

into the database and cloud services.

Inadequate Rule-Based Controls

Rapidly changing container infrastructure rules and signature-

based controls can’t keep up with need. Securing hyper-

dynamic container infrastructure using traditional network and 

endpoint controls won’t work.

Vulnerable Container Images

Containers use images stored in publicly available repositories 

like GitHub, with dependencies on other images and libraries. 

Source code vulnerability can spread to thousands of other 

containers. A clever attacker can also run their malicious 

images, compromising host data.

Short-Lived Workloads

Container resources are constantly spun down and assets 

recycled to optimize utilization: servers, IP addresses, firewalls, 

drives, overlay networks, etc. Perimeter and IP address-based 

security controls are useless, and forensic investigations 

impossible when logs disappear after containers empty out.

New Attack Vectors

Kubernetes pods running containers use unique IP addresses 

for connectivity. Attackers can exploit these IP addresses as 

doorways to launch attacks either from external networks 

or internally.

Traditional Tool Shortfalls

Yesterday’s tools lack container context for addressing 

container-specific security issues. For example, traditional 

scanning tools may not recognize container misconfigurations 

and vulnerabilities.

A clever attacker can run 
their malicious images, 
compromising host data. 
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Recent kubernetes slips, scares and stumbles 

The Kubernetes attack surface, composed of many 

hybrid clouds, is expanding under relentless attacks from 

opportunistic threat actors. Expect these types of incidents to 

proliferate. That’s why the right container security approach is 

essential now, and will only become more so in years ahead. 

Take a look at the scope and scale of these attacks: 

Capitol One misconfiguration allowed exfiltration 

of 30 GB of credit application data, affecting about 

106 million people. 

Docker Hub cryptojacking planted malicious 

images and opened the way for DDoS attacks while 

exposing API endpoints.

Microsoft Azure large-scale cryptomining attacks 

targeted Kubernetes clusters running Kubeflow 

instances, allowing planted TensorFlow pods to 

mine for cryptocurrency.

Tesla cryptojacking misconfiguration 

enabled attackers to seize Tesla’s AWS S3 

bucket credentials.

Jenkins servers audacious breach allowed 

a perpetrator to make off with $3 million by 

mining Monero.

The five key components of container security 

The following five pillars of security are the foundation of 

Lacework – a modern container-specific platform and approach. 

Lacework is purpose-built to address and resolve cloud 

container security challenges across application lifecycle, and 

at every layer of the stack. Here’s how to ensure maximum value 

and minimum risk from your container investment.

Minimize risk amid towering growth: vigilant 
threat detection

Lacework sets a behavioral baseline by discovering every 

container in your cloud, and then clusters them based on 

different behaviors. We continuously monitor communications, 

launches and other cloud runtime behaviors. Leading-edge 

unsupervised machine learning detects and alerts to abnormal 

behavior in real time. Any connection or activity performed out of 

normal context and existing relationships triggers an anomaly 

alert. Precise detection accuracy minimizes alert noise.

1. Threat Detection

2. Continuous Visibility

3. Advanced Traceability

4.  Build-Time and Run-Time Integration

5.  Continuous Audit and Compliance

Ensure maximum value and minimum risk from your 
container investment with Lacework.
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Unbroken visibility
You can’t secure what you can’t see. So Lacework visualizes all containers 

in your cloud environment, and enables drilling down into each active 

container to view process-level detail. This deep visibility reveals container-

related events, communication, new connections, images, and more. For 

the container orchestration layer, Lacework delivers visibility and security for 

Kubernetes clusters and communication among the clusters to highlight 

threats at all layers including publicly exposed and unsecured API servers and 

management consoles.

Automated build-time and run-time integration
Lacework coalesces build-time and run-time container security vigilance. 

During the pre-build stage, Lacework scans through the containers stored in 

the cloud to detect known vulnerabilities (CVEs), misconfigurations, malware, 

unnecessary code, etc. These fully automated checks cover the application, 

container runtime, and orchestration layers. On detecting genuine anomalies, 

Lacework generates alerts, along with container-aware traceability logs. Now 

DevSecOps teams can investigate and accurately assess any risk of pushing 

the container to production.

But Lacework doesn’t stop there (as do most CI/CD security solutions). We 

integrate the findings into development for optimal security context at runtime. 

Open storage buckets? Data-at-rest stored without encryption? We flag the 

container instantly for inspection.

Lacework uses patented 
behavioral engine, 
Polygraph®, automates 
the collection, analysis, 
storage, and  
security of your data. 
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Continuous, single-view multicloud 
audit & compliance
One dashboard continuously monitors configuration changes 

and API activity for containers across AWS, Azure, and GCP 

platforms. CIS benchmark scans take place during container 

image development and container deployment. Supplemental 

checks are based on industry best practices and compliance 

frameworks, including PCI-DSS, SOC 2, HIPAA, and NIST. We go 

beyond mere non-conforming compliance; Lacework alerts on 

behavioral anomalies even when associated configurations 

meet the required standards.

Contact Lacework for a demo
Lacework delivers security and compliance for the cloud 

generation. The Lacework Cloud Security Platform is cloud-

native and offered as-a-Service, delivering build-time to 

run-time threat detection, behavioral anomaly detection, 

and cloud compliance across multi-cloud environments, 

workloads, containers, and Kubernetes. Trusted by enterprise 

customers worldwide, Lacework significantly drives down costs 

and risk, while removing the burden of unnecessary toil, rule 

writing, and inaccurate alerts. Lacework is based in San Jose, 

California, and backed by Sutter Hill Ventures, Liberty Global 

Ventures, Spike Ventures, the Webb Investment Network (WIN), 

and AME Cloud Ventures.
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